
Dimithry Victor

Dimithry Victor (b. 2000) has been a dedicated artist from a young
age. Inspired by cartoons and comic books, he initially developed a
love for character creation, but as he matured, he began to infuse his
own experiences and emotions into his art. This drive for
self-expression has solidified his path as a professional artist.
 
A native of Haiti, Victor relocated to the United States as a child,
bringing with him a wealth of cultural experiences from his
upbringing in Miami. These experiences continue to inspire and
inform his work, which seeks to shed light on the experiences of
marginalized communities.
 

Drawing influence from the great expressionist masters, Victor's work seamlessly blends realism
with unique and often humorous content, utilizing a bright color palette and strong narrative to
create captivating works of art. Spanning from classical portrait setups to quirkier narrative
pieces, his work seamlessly blends elements of portraiture, cartoons, and abstraction to create a
visual representation of non-physical emotional states.

Through his attention to detail, texture, and color, he aims to create a sense of visual empathy
between the viewers and the painted figures. Victor's works have been showcased globally, with
exhibitions in cities such as London, New York, Miami, and more.

CV

Exhibitions

2022 Group Exhibition - The Underground Natives Showcase, 237 Ent, Brooklyn, NY

Group Exhibition - in-print, Cardinal Labs, Miami FL

Two-person Exhibition - Colonial Contours, Alliance for the Arts Museum, Fort Myers,

FL

2022 The Other Art Fair, Brooklyn, NY

Group Exhibition - Zoratopia, SXSW, Austin, TX

Group Exhibition - Culture, Strada Gallery, New York City, NY



 2021 Group Exhibition - FTX NFT Gallery, Wynwood Studios, Miami, FL

Group Exhibition - FOR THE TL, DCentral Miami, Miami, FL

Group Exhibition - Contemporary, Boomer Gallery, London, UK

Publications

2022 Featured in M.I.A Magazine’s Art of Black Miami Issue (2022)

Featured in Fort Myers Florida Weekly (2022)

Featured in The Greater Fort Myers Chamber of Commerce (2022)

Art featured in ONE37PM (2022)

2021 Featured on Miami Art Zine (2021)

Artwork featured in Florida News Times (2021)

Grants

2022 2nd place winner Black Miami Cover Competition (2022)

https://miamediagrp.com/magazines/art-of-black-miami-2022/
https://fortmyers.floridaweekly.com/articles/colonial-contours-opening-reception-planned-for-aug-5/
https://fortmyers.org/the-alliance-for-the-arts-presents-colonial-contours-opening-reception-on-aug-5/
https://www.one37pm.com/nft/meet-for-the-tl
https://www.miamiartzine.com/Features.php?op=Article_The+World+and+Art+Week+is+Buzzing+About+NFTs
https://floridanewstimes.com/wynwood-studios-celebrate-nft/385800/

